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A series of Co-free Li-rich layered oxides, Li1.24Mn0.62-xNi0.14FexO2

(x=0, 0.01, 0.02 and 0.03) has been synthetized by a self-
combustion reaction. Fe doping affects either lattice structure
and bonding as shown by the changes in the size of unit cell
calculated from diffraction patterns and in the vibrational
frequencies observed in Raman spectra. The electrochemical
performance has been evaluated in a lithium cell by galvano-
static cycling: Doped samples show better capacity retention

and minor decreases in the specific capacity (i. e.,
Li1.24Mn0.60Ni0.14Fe0.02O2 can supply a specific capacity of
235 mAhg� 1 with 94% of capacity retention after 150 cycles).
These positive effects originated by alterations in the point
defectivity (Ni3+ concentration, anionic and cationic vacancies),
changes in the transport properties, as showed by Cyclic
Voltammetry; as well as an improved structural resilience
compared to the un-doped material in postmortem analyses.

Introduction

Increasing the energy density of the current Lithium-Ion
Batteries (LIBs) is still challenging. One of the biggest limitations
to move forward to the next generation of LIBs is represented
by the positive material.[1–4] Among the possible methods to
increase the performance of cathodes, the use of anionic redox
reactions has been extensively studied in the recent years.[5–9]

The electrochemical mechanism of the current cathode materi-
als is typically based on the cationic redox reaction,[1,10,11] but at
high voltage it is possible to store electrons also in the anionic
sublattice (i. e., oxygen in the layered oxides) to largely increase
the specific capacity and, therefore, the energy of a LIB.[5,7,8]

This is the case of Lithium Rich Layered Oxides (LRLOs), that
can achieve capacity values of more than 250 mAhg� 1, thanks
to the involvement of oxygen redox reaction in the electro-
chemical process.[12–15] Generally speaking, LRLOs are a wide
family of mixed metals layered oxides where lithium ions are
over-stoichiometric and partially occupy atomic sites in the
transition metal (TM) layers, thus replacing balanced blends of
Co, Mn, Ni and other metals.

Within the LRLOs family, Co-free formulations are increas-
ingly popular,[16–19] being cheaper and more eco-friendly
materials compared to the current high-capacity cathode
materials.[12–15] An example recently published from our group is
Li1.25Mn0.625Ni0.125O2, an over-lithiated Ni-poor Co-free LRLO that
proved excellent electrochemical performance and long cycling
life stability.[20]

The reason of LRLO outstanding performance roots in its
very complex and ambiguous structure.[21–23] Indeed, they show
an unclear crystal identity, i. e. a monoclinic defective one-phase
solid solution or two-phases (monoclinic and rhombohedral)
coexisting at the nanoscale, that are indicated by two different
notations in the literature, i. e. Li1+xTM1-xO2 and xLi2MnO3 · (1-
x)LiTMO2, respectively.

[24] On the other hand, LRLOs suffer few
drawbacks that prevent their broader application, i. e., irrever-
sible capacity lost during the first cycle, structural changes,
capacity and voltage fading upon cycling.[12,25,26]

Several strategies have been proposed to improve their
electrochemical behavior, being the most popular a balanced
doping of the TM blend.[27–31] In this context, also our group
proved that the over-lithiation combined with Al doping could
be a good strategy to mitigate the voltage decay upon cycling
in battery and improve the structural stability.[32,33]

In this study, we investigate the effect of iron doping on the
electrochemical and chemical-physical properties of an over-
lithiated LRLO. In fact, Fe-doping helps to mitigate the draw-
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backs of LRLOs due to the stabilization of the structure through
a mitigation of electronic disorder.[34–36]

Here, Li1.24Mn0.62Ni0.14O2 was used as a benchmark and the
effect of Fe addition on its properties has been evaluated by
replacing part of manganese with three different amounts of
Fe, obtaining three new materials, namely
Li1.24Mn0.61Ni0.14Fe0.01O2, Li1.24Mn0.60Ni0.14Fe0.02O2 and
Li1.24Mn0.59Ni0.14Fe0.03O2. All materials have been characterized in
terms of composition, structure, morphology and, furthermore,
the electrochemical behavior has been evaluated by galvano-
static cycling (GC), cyclic voltammetry (CV) and electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS).

Results and Discussion

Characterization of Li1.24Mn0.62-xNi0.14FexO2 materials

The pristine and the Fe-doped samples are labeled as LRLO� F0,
LRLO� F1, LRLO� F2 and LRLO� F3, according to the amount of
iron in the formula, as reported in table 1. Their chemical
composition has been determined by atomic absorption
spectroscopy and the corresponding results are shown in table
S1, confirming the excellent match between nominal and
experimental stoichiometries.

X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) patterns shown in the Figure 1a,
confirm that all samples crystallize in the desired layered lattice
(prototype α-NaFeO2 with a rhombohedral unit cells exhibiting
an R-3 m space group): also the expected few extra weak peaks
are observed at 20–25°.[15,33] These latter peaks correspond to
reflections of a Li2MnO3 phase (monoclinic C2/m space group)
and their occurrence is due to the presence of lithium ions in
the transition metals layers. A fully random occupancy by TM
and Li+ in the transition metals layer would result in a purely
rhombohedral phase. On the other hand, the monoclinic lattice
shows in the transition metals layer the formation of periodic
LiTM6 planar hexagonal coordination motifs (honeycomb coor-
dination of lithium).[37–39] In LRLO the probability of the
occurrence of repeated vicinal LiTM6 motifs is neither null nor
unitary, thus leading to an intermediate lattice where rhombo-
hedral symmetries coexist with limited monoclinic features.[23,40]

The achievement of a well-ordered layered structure is con-
firmed by the splitting of the (006)/(102) and (108)/(110) pair of
peaks,[32,41,42] indexed by the rhombohedral structure. No phase
impurity is detected by diffraction in all samples, indicating the
high purity of the synthesized materials, either undoped or Fe-
doped. Quantitative crystallographic information about the
crystal structure has been obtained by Rietveld refinement by
fitting the experimental patterns with the R-3 m unit cell. The
results are shown in Figure S1 and in Tables 2 and S2. Table 2
reports lattice parameters, the c/a ratio and the volume
calculated for the four materials. Overall, the iron doping leads
to a lattice expansion induced by the larger ionic radium
compared to Mn: these lattice expansions demonstrate the
successful incorporation of iron dopants into the TM layers
while preserving a well-ordered stacking along the x-axis.[41,42]

Raman Spectroscopy has been employed to investigate the
surface and the local structure of the samples. Experimental
results are shown in Figure 1b. All samples exhibit the same

Table 1. List of synthesized Li1.24Mn0.62-xNi0.14FexO2 samples and labelling
adopted in the text to identify them.

Sample label X Formulation

LRLO� F0 0 Li1.24Mn0.62Ni0.14O2

LRLO� F1 0.01 Li1.24Mn0.61Ni0.14Fe0.01O2

LRLO� F2 0.02 Li1.24Mn0.60Ni0.14Fe0.02O2

LRLO� F3 0.03 Li1.24Mn0.59Ni0.14Fe0.03O2

Figure 1. Comparison of a) experimental diffraction patterns, b) Raman spectra and c) Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) micrographs of Li1.24Mn0.62-x

Ni0.14FexO2 samples (x=0–0.03).
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vibrational fingerprint in line with the XRD data. Indeed, two
dominant bands are observed at 600 and 480 cm� 1, likely
assigned to the A1g and Eg Raman modes of R-3 m structure
(LiTMO2).

[43,44] Nevertheless, other modes are visible in the
spectra at 560, 421, 407 and 363 cm� 1 related to the vibrations
allowed by the C2/m symmetry.[45–47]

Overall, Raman and XRD indicate that the structural features
of LRLOs are maintained in the iron-doped materials.

Turning to the morphological investigation, scanning elec-
tron micrographs of the four samples are displayed in Figure 1c.
All samples are constituted by polygonal particles with size
between 200 and 300 nm. No significant differences among
samples can be noted, thus suggesting a negligible role of iron
in the crystallization process. Energy Dispersive X-ray Analysis
was used to investigate the distribution of Mn, Ni and Fe within
the particles, showing that all elements are evenly distributed in
the selected region. The EDX maps are reported in Figure S2.

Electrochemical cycling behavior

Electrochemical performance has been investigated by galvano-
static charge/discharge measurements on lithium half coin-
cells.

The first charge/discharge potential profiles were obtained
under galvanostatic conditions with a current density of
20 mAg� 1 between 2–4.95 V, and the corresponding differential
capacity plots are shown in Figure 2 for all samples.

As shown from the potential profiles in Figure 2, the Li de-
intercalation proceeds through two main electrochemical
processes, observed as a slope up to 4.4 V and a high voltage
plateau. Such electrochemical behavior is common to all LRLOs.
The first process occurred below 4.4 V arises from the oxidation
of transition metals as counterpart of lithium loss, while in the
long plateau above 4.4 V lithium extraction is compensated by
the oxidation of the oxygen in the lattice. However, the
reduction mechanism follows a different path: a single process
implying an incomplete reversibility due to the possibility of
oxygen evolution and structural rearrangements (Figure 2).[48,49]

All samples showed the same general electrochemical
mechanism, both in charge and in discharge, but the length of
processes changes after the introduction of Fe. In order to
evaluate the impact of iron doping, we compared the capacity
associated to the two reaction steps (slope and plateau regions)
in the un-doped and doped samples and the results are
reported in table 3.

LRLO� F0 achieves a specific capacity of �66 mAhg� 1 in the
sloping region and its differential capacity plot (Figure 2b)
shows two oxidation peaks between 3.6 and 4.4 V, suggesting
that the oxidation of Ni2+ to Ni4+ goes through the intermedi-
ate Ni3+. Most of the capacity is obtained during the long
plateau with a value of 255 mAhg� 1 (Figure 2a) and a very
intense anodic peak in the differential capacity plot.

As far as Fe is incorporated into the structure, the specific
capacity in the slope region increases.[50,51] In fact, in the
differential plot of doped materials (see Figure 2d–f–h), an
increase in the intensity of the oxidation peak at about 4 V vs Li
is clearly observed.

As already mentioned the redox capacities delivered in the
sloping region are due only to the Ni2+/Ni3+/Ni4+ couples likely
increased by the Mn3+/Mn4+ oxidation originated by possible
extended oxygen defects (understoichiometry). From a purely
stoichioemtric point of view, starting from the data reported in
the table S1, it is possible to estimate the theoretical capacity
supplied by the Ni-redox couples in the four materials: LRLO� F0
92.9 mAhg� 1, LRLO� F1 95.2 mAhg� 1, LRLO� F2 93.2 mAhg� 1,
LRLO� F3 95.8 mAhg� 1. All theoretical values are above the
experimental data, thus the reduced capacity in the sloping
region is a clue of the presence of native Ni3+ centred in the
pristine lattice. However the natural oxidation of nickel ions in
the pristine lattice can occur in the materials preparation only
under two parallel constraints: (i) the occupancy of the Li/TM
and O atomic sites in the layered structure must not exceed
unity, and (ii) cation and anion overall charges must be
balanced to respect electroneutrality. As a consequence the
presence of Ni3+ centres in the pristine lattice unavoidably
implies the formation of native vacancies in the TM layers or in
the oxygen-anionic sublattice. By assuming that the capacity
delivered in the sloping region reported in table 3 is only due
to the Ni2+/Ni4+ and Ni3+/Ni4+ oxidations, it is possible to
estimate by simple stoichiometric calculations the following
properties in the four samples.
* The Ni3+ percentage with respect to the overall nickel

content in the pristine lattices (LRLO� F0 57%; LRLO� F1 33%,
LRLO� F2 11%; LRLO� F3 26%)

* The percentage of vacancies in the TM layers (LRLO� F0
4.06%; LRLO� F1 2.38%; LRLO� F2 and LRLO� F3 0%)

* The percentage of vacancies in the oxygen sublattice
(LRLO� F0 and LRLO� F1 0%; LRLO� F2 1.58%; LRLO� F3
0.02%)

Table 2. Lattice parameters and volumes obtained for all the samples.
Rietveld refinements were performed with GSAS-II using a rhombohedral
unit cell (R-3 m).

a [Å] c [Å] c/a V [Å3]

LRLO� F0 2.857 14.269 4.995 100.86
LRLO� F1 2.858 14.272 4.993 100.97
LRLO� F2 2.860 14.279 4.993 101.16
LRLO� F3 2.861 14.278 4.991 101.21

Table 3. Summary of specific capacities achieved by Li1.24Mn0.62-xNi0.14FexO2

series upon first charge/discharge cycle. In particular, the contribution to
the capacity deriving from TM oxidation, up to 4.4 V and anion redox
reaction, above 4.4 V obtained in charge have been specified.

Charge capacity
[mAhg� 1]

Discharge Capacity
[mAhg� 1]

OCV-4.4 V 4.4–4.95 V Total

LRLO� F0 65.88 254.74 320.62 256.5
LRLO� F1 78.89 254.5 333.40 262.9
LRLO� F2 88.47 253.93 342.4 270.66
LRLO� F3 82.70 229.01 311.71 238.9
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The undoped materials are a p-doped LRLO compared to
the ideal Li1.2Ni0.2Mn0.6O2 one, as the substitution of Ni with Li
and Mn reduced the total amount of electrons in the electronic
structure. This p-doping apparently results in the increase of
the TM-vacancies with a parallel increase of the Ni3+ concen-
tration to balance the oxygen negative charges.

Turning to the Fe-doping, from an electronic structure
perspective it is an n-doping of the pristine LRLO� F0 lattice as
the replacement of Mn4+ with Fe3+ ions increases the total
number of electrons in the unit cell. The n-doping apparently
results in a strong mitigation of the vacancies in the TM layer
that nullifies in the case of LRLO� F2 and LRLO� F3. On the other
hand the decrease of the vacancy concentration in the TM layer
directly reflects in the Ni3+ content and on the oxygen
occupancy that slightly decreases below unity for both LRLO� F2
and LRLO� F3. In the case of the LRLO� F2 an optimal balance is
obtained among the Fe3+ doping, the TM vacancy reduction
and the O-voids increase thus leading to a minimized

percentage of Ni3+ that is reduced by the 80% compared to
the LRLO� F0 undoped benchmark material.

Moving to the plateau region, the specific capacities slightly
decrease passing from the undoped to the Fe-doped materials:
this effect is larger for the LRLO� F3. The anodic peak around
4.5 V also shifts to lower potential in the doped samples
compared to the pristine material. All samples showed an
irreversible capacity loss during the first discharge due to the
partial irreversibility of the anodic oxygen redox reaction, but
still maintaining specific capacities above 230 mAhg� 1 (see
Figure 2a–c–e–g). In particular, LRLO� F2 sample seems to
benefit from the introduction of 0.02 equivalent of Fe,
particularly in terms of discharge capacity value, reaching
271 mAhg� 1.

The cycling performance of the benchmark and Fe-doped
materials have been studied by performing additional galvano-
static cycling tests at 40 mAg� 1. The specific capacity vs cycle
number is shown for all samples in the Figure 3. The specific

Figure 2. a,c,e,g) First charge/discharge potential profiles and the b,d,f,h) corresponding differential capacity plots of Li1.24Mn0.62-xNi0.14FexO2 series obtained in
galvanostatic mode in the voltage range of 2–4.95 V, using a current density of 20 mAg� 1 (1 C=400 mAh/g).
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capacity of undoped material (LRLO� F0) is 245 mAhg� 1, during
the first discharge, and it reaches a value of 251 mAhg� 1 after
150 cycles. As can be seen from the Figure, cycling performance
of the pristine material shows an activated trend with an
increase of the specific capacity values along cycles. Moving on
the doped samples, LRLO� F1 exhibits a behavior very close to
the pristine one. The capacity values are 237 and 251 mAhg� 1

at the first discharge and after 150 cycles, respectively. When
the amount of Fe increases, the electrochemical performance
shows relevant differences. In fact, LRLO� F2 and LRLO� F3
deliver very stable capacities upon cycling. In the first discharge,
specific capacities of 235 and 219 mAhg� 1 are recorded for
LRLO� F2 and LRLO� F3, respectively. Notwithstanding a slightly
decrease in capacity compared to LRLO� F0 and LRLO� F1, either
LRLO� F2 and LRLO� F3 demonstrated a better cyclability and
capacity retention as demonstrated from the specific capacity
values obtained after 150 cycles where the materials can reach
220 and 210 mAhg� 1, corresponding to the 94% and 96% of
the initial capacity. As proof of the excellent behavior of
Li1.24Mn0.62-xNi0.14FexO2 series, table S3 reports the comparison of
the electrochemical performance of our samples with other
already published Fe-doped LRLOs.

To shed additional light in the correlation between Fe-
doping and electrochemical response in Li half-cells, the Li+ ion
diffusion coefficients have been measured for all samples by
performing cyclic voltammetry at different scan rates. The
method exploits the well-known Randles-Sevcik equation
([Eq.(1)]):

ip ¼ 0:4463FAC
F
RT

� �1=2

n2=3v1=2D1=2 (1)

Where ip represents the current peak at the specified
scanning rate in Ampere, F is the Faraday constant, A is the
electrode area in cm2, n is the number of transferred electrons,
C is molar concentration of Li+ in the material per unit volume,

v represents the scanning rate in Vs� 1, and D is the diffusion
coefficient of Li+.[52] The cyclic voltammetry curves are shown in
Figure S3 for all samples. The voltametric peaks around 4 V vs
Li, in the anodic scan, and around 3.6 V vs Li, in the cathodic
scan, have been used to evaluate the diffusion coefficients,
respectively in charge and in discharge. The current peaks vs
the square root of the scan rate and the corresponding linear fit
are shown in the Figure 4.

From the Figure, it is evident that the slope of the lines
increases with the Fe addition till to LRLO� F2 sample and, then
we have a drop for LRLO� F3. The detailed values are reported
in table 4.

The larger values of the lithium diffusion coefficient are
observed for the LRLO� F2 sample where the TM vacancies and
Ni3+ content are minimized and, on the opposite, the oxygen
vacancies and the cell volume are both maximized. Overall the
motion of lithium ions during the lithiation and de-lithiation
steps is facilitated by: (a) the enlargement of the lattice (volume
expansion especially along the c-axis, see table 3) that widens
the diffusion paths, (b) the presence of oxygen vacancies in the
anion sublattice that unavoidably weaken the Li� O bonds and
(c) the absence of vacancies in the TM layers that, on the
opposite, strengthen the binding between TM and the oxygen-
layers. Remarkably the maximization of the diffusion coefficient
matches the larger delivered capacity both in the first charge
and discharge processes at 20 mAg� 1, achieved for the LRLO� F2
sample. Furthermore, the LRLO� F2 material also shows better
capacity retention at cycle 150 among all doped and undoped
samples.

Stabilization of the passivation film and structural resilience
induced by the Fe-doping

In order to investigate the origin of the remarkable capacity
retention observed in the LRLO� F2 and LRLO� F3 samples,
impedance spectra and postmortem XRD/Raman investigations
have been performed.

Electrochemical impedance spectra (EIS) have been re-
corded in lithium half cells in the initial cycles of the
galvanostatic tests at 40 mAg� 1 at the end of discharge. The
corresponding Nyquist plots recorded at cycle 5, 8, 10 and 12
are shown in the supplementary information (Figure S4). All
samples exhibit the same electrochemical impedance finger-
print: the EIS response consists of a first semicircle at high-
frequency, a second semicircle at medium-frequency and a
straight line in the low-frequency region. The semicircle at high-

Figure 3. Specific capacity vs cycle number plots of pristine and doped
samples, obtained by galvanostatic charge/discharge cycling obtained in the
voltage range of 2–4.8 V, using a current of 40 mAg� 1. Li jLP30 jLRLO� Fx.

Table 4. Lithium Diffusion coefficients calculated applying the Randles-
Sevcik equation to the cyclic voltammetries in Figure S4 and comparison of
the values obtained in charge and discharge steps.

DLi+ Charge [cm2s� 1] DLi+ Discharge [cm2s� 1]

LRLO� F0 7.29*10� 12 2.24*10� 12

LRLO� F1 8.48*10� 12 2.81*10� 12

LRLO� F2 1.39*10� 11 4.82*10� 12

LRLO� F3 4.9*10� 12 1.75*10� 12
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frequency can be related to the ionic motion across the
Cathode Electrolyte Interface (RCEI), whereas the second semi-
circle is related to the charge-transfer phenomena (RCT). The low
frequency line likely originated from the diffusion of lithium
ions in the layered lattice. Overall, Nyquist plots showed a
reduction of the semi-circle, associated to the charge transfer
resistance, during the galvanostatic cycling. On the other hand,
the RCEI semi-circle appears almost unchanged. However, the
total resistance decreases in the doped sample compared to
the pristine material, suggesting the beneficial effect of the iron
doping.

In order to obtain a quantitative analysis of the
resistances,[53–55] the obtained EIS spectra are simulated using
the equivalent circuit reported in Figure S4e and the RCEI and
RCT values as function of cycle number have been reported for
the four samples in Figure 5.

Remarkably the largest resistance values are observed at
cycle 5, whereas in the following cycles both RCEI and RCT

decrease. This trend suggests that the CEI layer over the
cathodes evolves in the initial cycles of the galvanostatic test
and the charge transfer process is modified during the initial
de-lithiation/lithiation processes. LRLO� F2 sample shows mini-
mal changes in both the RCEI and RCT thus suggesting an
improved electrolyte/electrode interface with minimal degrada-
tion reactions upon cycling, stable CEI layer and, possibly,
limited structural changes in the lattice.

In order to confirm the beneficial impact of a balanced iron
doping on the stabilization of the layered structure during
cycling, the LRLO� F2 sample has been tested in lithium half-cell
by galvanostatic cycling at 1 C for 200 cycles and electrodes
have been collected postmortem and analyzed by X-Ray
Diffraction and Raman Spectroscopy. LRLO� F0 was used as a
benchmark. Ex-situ XRD patterns and Raman spectra of electro-
des before and after the electrochemical test are shown in
Figure 6.

After 200 cycles, diffractograms of pristine and cycled
materials still show sharp reflections of the layered structure
with minor shifts toward smaller angles. Remarkably, peaks
originated by the monoclinic distortion are almost absent in

Figure 4. Peak currents vs square root of scan rates and the corresponding
linear fit reported for either the charge and discharge processes. The data
were obtained from cyclic voltammetries of LRLO� Fx samples carried out
between 2–4.8 V with scan rates from 0.05 to 1 mV/s for the four samples.

Figure 5. Evolution of the CEI and CT resistances upon cycling calculated
applying the equivalent circuit in Figure S4e at Nyquist plot (Figure S4a–d)
acquired with pristine and doped samples.
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both samples. However, the LRLO� F2 materials shows a smaller
peak shift respect to LRLO� F0, suggesting a minor expansion of
the unit cell upon cycling and, therefore, a better retention of
the pristine structure. On passing one may speculate that
volume expansion can be directly related to the accumulation
of defects in the structure, either 0D (vacancies, anti-sites,
interstitials) or 2D (stacking faults) and its limitation is a clue of
the preservation of the long-range LRLO ordering. Moreover,
the splitting of the (006)/(102) and (108)/(110) peaks is still
clearly evident in LRLO� F2, while they are more overlapped in
the un-doped samples thus suggesting an improved structural
resilience induced by the balanced iron doping.

Turning to the Raman spectra, only minor changes can be
highlighted between the two samples. In both cases the
monoclinic features are almost disappeared, in line with the
observation by XRD data, but the most intense peak is still
evident. Being the Raman spectroscopy a surface technique,
this last evidence may suggest the possible preferential
occurrence of the monoclinic distortion in proximity of the
particle surface. Overall, all rhombohedral and monoclinic
vibrational fingerprints are blue shifted in the spectra after 200
cycles possibly due to limited rearrangement of the local
structure upon cycling. Remarkably the LRLO� F2 shows smaller
blue-shift compared to LRLO� F0.

Conclusion

Four over-lithiated, Co-free LRLOs with formula Li1.24Mn0.62-x-
Ni0.14FexO2 (x=0, 0.01, 0.02 and 0.03) have been synthesized by
the Self-Combustion method. A full chemical-physical and
electrochemical characterization have been carried out with the

help of several techniques (XRD, Raman Spectroscopy, SEM, CG,
CV and EIS).

The layered structure and the rhombohedral/monoclinic
features are maintained after the introduction of Fe, as
demonstrated by XRD and Raman spectroscopy. Instead, the
galvanostatic cycling revealed a slight decrease in the specific
capacity values of the doped samples counterbalanced by the
improvement in the capacity retention, reaching 96% in
Li1.24Mn0.59Ni0.14Fe0.03O2 after 150 cycles. The first charge/dis-
charge potential profiles and the differential capacity plots
clearly demonstrate the impact of the Fe-doping in the balance
of 0D defects in the pristine lattice. Furthermore, the Fe-doping
alters the lithium diffusion coefficient and modifies the
resistance related to the CEI and the charge transfer. Overall,
here we demonstrate that a balanced incorporation of Fe3+

doping in the LRLO lattice can improve the stability in terms of
electrochemical performance, electrolyte/electrode interface
and structure retention. Specifically, we reported improvements
in transport properties, the charge transfer and the CEI
resistances upon cycling and the structural resilience in
repeated charge/discharge cycles, thus leading to enhanced
electrochemical performance.

Experimental Section

Samples Preparation

Self-Combustion method was employed to synthesize pristine and
doped materials. Firstly, LiNO3, Mn(NO3)2*4H2O, Ni(NO3)2*6H2O and
Fe(NO3)3*9H2O were dissolved into an aqueous solution with the
desired molar ratio. Sucrose was used as a fuel and dissolved into
the metal solution. The solution was evaporated slowly by setting
the temperature around 100 °C to produce a gel-like mass. Further
heating at 350 °C led to the formation of precursor compound. The
latter compound was grounded to get a fine and uniform powder
and, then, annealed at 450 °C for 2 h (1 °C/min) and 900 °C for 12 h
(10 °C/min) in air.

Material Characterization

Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy (ContrAA300 – Analytik Jena AG)
was used for elemental analysis of the synthesized materials. X-Ray
diffraction patterns were collected with Rigaku Smatlab diffractom-
eter (Bragg-Brentano geometry, CuKα radiation). Crystallographic
information were obtained by Rietveld refinement with GSAS-II.[56]

Local structure study was performed by Raman spectroscopy by
using Dilor Labram instrument, equipped with a He� Ne laser source
at 632.7 nm and a CCD cooled detector. Si was used as calibrating
standard for the energy scale. Morphologies were observed on
Zeiss Auriga field-emission high-resolution scanning electron micro-
scope.

Electrochemical Tests

The electrodes were fabricated by casting the samples on Al foil.
The slurry for the casting was prepared by mixing positive material,
SuperP and polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF), in a weight ratio of
80 :10 :10, and by the addiction of N-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (NMP).
The wet film was firstly dried in a vacuum oven at 50 °C and then
punched into little discs with a diameter of 10 mm. Finally, the discs

Figure 6. a–b) XRD patterns and c–d) Raman spectra acquired on LRLO� F0
and -F2 samples electrodes before cycling and after 200 cycles of
galvanostatic cycling at 1 C (400 mAg� 1).
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were dried in a Buchi oven overnight at 110 °C. Electrochemical
tests were performed by assembling Coin Cells 2016. Lithium metal
foils served as counter electrodes and glass fiber sheets (Whatman
GF/A) as separator, soaked with 1 M LiPF6 in ethyl carbonate (EC)/
dimethyl carbonate (DMC), 1 :1 w/w.

Galvanostatic cycling were performed on Maccor S4000 system in
a voltage range of 2–4.8 V and with a current of C/10 (1 C=

400 mAg� 1). Before the charge/discharge test, an activation proce-
dure was used, made of two cycles at C/10, two cycles at C/5 and
other two cycles at 1 C. Cyclic voltammetries were performed using
a VMP-3e Biologic workstation in a potential range of 2.0 V to 4.8 V
at different scan rates and at 30 °C. Electrochemical Impedance
Spectroscopy (EIS) was conducted on a VMP-3e Biologic with
perturbation of 10 mV and a frequency range of 100 kHz to
10 mHz. A Dry Room with a Dew Point of � 70 °C was used to
prepare the electrodes and cells assembly/disassembly.

Postmortem analysis

The samples were tested by galvanostatic cycling at 1 C
(400 mAg� 1) in lithium half-cell between 2–4.8 V. The electrodes
were recovered after 200 cycles, washed in DMC several times and
dried. The recovered electrodes were analyzed by XRD and Raman
spectroscopy, using Rigaku Smatlab diffractometer and Dilor
Labram instrument, respectively.
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